THE    TRAIL    BACK
By now the Eskimos had abandoned their humped and
crumbling igloos and pegged down their tents. The igloo had
grown too hot for them; but as the ever uncertain Arctic wind
turned cold and whistled through their new habitations, they
built ramparts of snow round the tents to keep it out. Har-
.poons, bearskins, kayaks, sewing machines, and dilapidated
gramophones were among the articles that lay pell-mell in their
tents. Empty tins, carcasses of foxes, ragged strips of hide made
a dump of the shore, testifying that man was the most sordid
animal in all creation. The bay itself was pockmarked with tiny
pools of black water, for wherever an object had been flung and
left to lie the sun had struck it square, and the ice on which it
lay had melted. It was curious to see that, heavy or light, iron
file or cotton rag, when the sun touched a dark object on the
frozen surface of the bay, that object seemed to stand up on end,
for it always sank vertically. A rag would go straight through
several feet of ice, and Angus told me that often the Eskimos,
out jigging, would set down a dog-dropping on the ice and let
it do the work which otherwise they would have to do with the
ice-chisel.
May being the great month of visiting, nearly every day there
were arrivals or departures round the Post. Eskimos came here
from O'Reilly Island, Lind Island; from Putulik in the north,
Ellis River in the west, Sherman Inlet in the east. Many were
on the move simply because the isolation of winter was ended
and the blessed season of great gatherings had arrived. Others
came to do their annual trading, and there were some who
brought as many as a hundred and fifty or two hundred foxes.
They arrived feverish and exalted by the prospect of the feast-
ing, the visiting, the wife-trading of which Perry River was to
be the scene, and the arrival of each sled was a triumph for the
entire camp. Twice or three times a day, old Ailennak, whose
tent was raised nearest the Post, would totter in with the news:
*A-oo-dlarr — 'Coming!' and Angus and I would go out to greet
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